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ABSTRACT

has been focused on understanding how these users use technology and developing suitable solutions [2, 15, 19]. The
security and privacy issues of this user group are largely
unexplored. Past user studies suggest that low-income users
desire privacy with regards to their data on their devices
they share with others, and some technology literate users go
so far as to use ad hoc measures to protect their data [7, 14].
We believe there is a need to examine their mental models
surrounding security and privacy issues.

With the increasing adoption of mobile phone, the previously
hard-to-reach low-literate low-income users in developing
regions can now be reached through their mobile phones.
Government and other agencies are providing mobile services such as banking and healthcare to this marginalized
population to improve their quality of life. In this paper we
highlight the security and privacy challenges in developing
solutions for this user group.

1.

In this paper we highlight the challenges and design considerations, based on past literature and our experiences in the
field, in understanding low-literate low-income users’ security
and privacy perceptions, and in building secure solutions for
them.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile phone adoption throughout the world has rapidly
increased in recent years. In fact, mobile phone growth is
higher in the developing regions compared to developed regions [9, 22]. Internet is also becoming accessible to everyone:
today, about 95% world population has 2G access, and 73%
population has 3G/4G access [12]. With a mobile phone in
nearly every household, and the widespread Internet access,
we can now reach the previously hard-to-reach low-literate
low-income users in developing regions and provide them
with (limited) services such as banking and healthcare to
improve their quality of life.

2. CHALLENGES AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

There are various factors that make developing technological solutions for low-literate low-income users in developing
regions challenging. We highlight four factors that touch
di↵erent aspects of this challenge: di↵erences in security and
privacy attitudes (cultural di↵erences); lack of user awareness of basic technology (knowledge gap); technology use and
how it puts users at risk (unintended use); and finally, the
poor incentives for designers to develop secure and usable
solutions for this marginalized population (low-profit user
group).

Designing technological solutions for developing regions is
challenging due to the various constraints of the developing
regions such lack of infrastructure, poor (or lack of) network
connectivity, low literacy, and so forth [6]. Even translating
existing solutions from the developed regions is challenging. Illiteracy is a significant barrier to understanding user
requirements (through traditional means, e.g., recruiting
and testing) and to develop systems that the illiterate or
low-literate users can understand.

2.1

Cultural differences

Cultural values are known to a↵ect individuals’ attitudes
about privacy [4]. According to the Hofstede, who developed
a model on cultural di↵erences across nations, developed and
Western countries are individualists societies with emphasis
on the right to privacy, whereas developing and Eastern
countries are collectivists with an emphasis on trust and
belongingness [11]. Depending on the cultural and regional
influences, people’s preferences and expectation of privacy
may vary, but there does seem to exist a universal desire
and expectation of privacy, even among the poor [14]. For
example, in the slums of Mumbai where the limited physical
space is shared with several people (in the family and the
community), there is an expectation of privacy behind a
closed door and a curtain.

A significant population in developing regions has low language literacy (low-literate in the traditional sense, i.e., with
respect to English or the local language) or low technology
literacy (cannot use technology, e.g., cannot operate a mobile
phone). Language literacy and technology literacy are not
always correlated. People who are language literate can be
technology low-literate, whereas language low-literates can
learn enough to operate devices and become technology literates. As we introduce new mobile technology and services to
this marginalized population, it is important to have reasonable security and privacy measures in place to build users’
confidence in the technology they use, so they continue to
adopt and use the technology.

People’s preferences for security and privacy reflect in their
use of technology. In a recent smartphone usage survey across
eight di↵erent countries, Harbach et al. found di↵erences in
people’s attitudes and practices towards securing their data
on the smartphone [10]. In a mobile phone usage study of lowliterate users, Doke and Joshi found that their participants
understood the privacy implications of sharing their mobile
phone with others, and they avoided sharing if they could, but
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when they did have to share (e.g., due to cultural obligations
or social demands), they took measures such as application
level locks to hide their private content [7].

and as a result, they often lack the technology knowledge
that many take for granted today. For example, gestures such
as taps and swipes, recognizing soft buttons and icons on a
display, navigating menus and screens on a phone, locating
symbols when entering input [15]. These users also lack the
understanding of security and privacy risks associated with
how they use technology (e.g., phone [1]). Their knowledge
gap is far wider than that of a technologically low-literate
user in a developed region. Given the knowledge (or lack
of) of low-literate low-income users, a key question is how to
make such users aware of the security and privacy risks of
the technology they use? And how to design solutions that
meet such users’ security and privacy expectations?

Cultural di↵erences in privacy attitudes are even more evident in low-literate and low-income users in rural regions,
which are arguably closer to Hofstede’s collectivist society
notion compared to the metropolitan cities in the developing
regions. For instance, in some rural villages in India it is a
common practice to display the salaries of community workers on the community public board. Such a practice would
be considered an invasion of privacy in other parts of the
world, or even in cities in India, but in those villages it is
actually desired by the people, for transparency and income
security.

2.3

Given the di↵erences in attitudes towards security and privacy, a key question is how to design technological solutions
for this marginalized population, while accounting for their
(di↵erent) security and privacy preferences? Studying individual groups is not a scalable approach, especially since
security and privacy preferences evolve over time and with
exposure to technology. Another approach could be to design
solutions with customizable preferences, but the low-literate
users may not know enough about the underlying technology
to choose the preferences that are right for themselves.

2.2

Unintended use

In the context of developing regions, people often use technology in ways unintended (by technology designers) to suit
their own needs. The most common example is sharing of
resources (e.g., mobile phones, PCs, media, PIN). Mobile
phones are designed as single-user devices to be used as
personal devices, but they are often shared within a family
and with friends, especially in low-income users [7, 19]. To
hide content from others, people use ad hoc measures such
as renaming files (security by obscurity), using folder-level
locks, or using app-level locks [7], but none of these methods
o↵er a secure and usable solution for this sharing use case.

Knowledge gap

The rapid adoption of mobile phones in developing regions
could be (deceptively) seen as an indicator that people in
developing countries are becoming technologically literate,
but many people learn only a limited set of functions on the
phone, e.g., they can only make and receive phone calls [15].
However, even with such limited phone use, the widespread
adoption of mobile phones enables agencies to reach this previously unserved population, using simple mobile interfaces
such as voice call, SMS [17], USSD [18], and IVR [21], and
provide services such as banking and healthcare.

Another unintended use case is about the vibrant repair
ecosystem in developing regions [2, 19]. People leave their
devices (e.g., PCs and mobile phones) with third-party repair
workers, giving the repair workers full access to the data in
the devices, without fully realizing the security and privacy
implications. Some people are completely unaware of the
security and privacy risks; some people realize the risks of
sharing their data, but are not aware that the repair worker
can access their data; and some people are aware of the risks
during the repair process, but they do not know how to avoid
it [1]. Full-disk encryption on mobile phones may help in
such circumstances, but if the repair worker asks for the
phone password, customers have little choice but to comply
if they want to get their phone repaired.

Much of the focus with regards to low-literate and low-income
users has been on the challenges of designing interfaces that
they can understand and use, which is an important first
step. Security and privacy issues for low-literate low-income
users remain largely unexplored. Inexperienced users exhibit
risky online behavior [20] exposing themselves to higher risk,
and adverse user experiences may cause users to develop misconceptions about technology and further delay technology
adoption. For instance, a novice low-literate mobile banking user with a fear of getting defrauded by a SMS scam
may avoid using mobile banking services. We saw a similar
misconception and fear with regards to (ink) signatures in
low-literate local-income users during one of our field visits
in India. During a field interview one participant refused to
sign a user-study consent form. The participant gave verbal
consent to the study, but was reluctant to sign the form.
We learned from a local guide that some people associate
signing a form or giving a thumb print on a form to property
transactions, and hence the strong objection to signing a
consent form.

Low-income users also engage in the use of mobile phones
for media dissemination and consumption [13, 16]. Mobile
shops serves as a source of dissemination of the content: people bring their mobile phones to mobile shops to get new
content, and hand over their phone to the worker in the
shop to load the content of their choice. The worker gets
access to the data in the phone and could also easily steal
sensitive information form the phone or install a malware on
the customer’s phone. In fact, anecdotal evidence suggests
that mobile shop workers copy the media in the customers
phone, without the customer’s permission, to expand their
own media repository. Downloading content is expensive
due to the limited and expensive Internet access, so mobile
shop owners use alternate ways to build their content repository. They copy content from customers and co-share their
repository with other mobile shop owners; their repositories
can get as big as 300GB. Because the mobile shop owners
co-share data, a customer’s data, copied in one shop, can
traverse long geographical distances.

Lack of user awareness – knowledge gap – about how the
underlying technology works is not unique to low-literate
users; it is a challenge for any new technology [8]. Lowliterate users, however, have limited access to technology,
which puts them far behind on the technology adoption curve,

Low-income users also engage in piracy, obtaining pirated
media and software (mostly for PCs). Pirated media and
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softwares may not be a security risk in and of themselves,
but it may be challenging to verify the integrity of the media
and the software or to get software updates, which may put
the user at risk [5]. Without any e↵ective means to combat
piracy, content generators (e.g., local folk musicians) tradeo↵ the security of their content (DRM) with popularity, even
when it comes at the expense of lost earning [13].

[6]

2.4

[7]

Low-profit user group

Low-income users, due to their low paying capacity, is a
less attractive customer base for for-profit companies. Lowincome users will choose the free option or the least expensive
option, even if it is illegal (e.g., piracy). Developers and
designers have to work with very small profit margins, if
at all any, when developing technology solutions for lowincome users. In such resource constrained development
environment, developers are likely to choose functionality
over security or privacy features [3]. A key question here is
how can we incentivize developers to add reasonable security
and privacy measures in their apps and services, and make
it economical to do so, when they are working in a resource
constrained environment?

3.

[8]

[9]

[10]

CONCLUSION

Low-income low-literate users in developing regions are rapidly
adopting technology (primarily through mobile phones), but
without appropriate security and privacy measures, they remain vulnerable to attacks. This marginalized user group
presents unique challenges for developing security and privacy solutions. In this paper, we discussed four challenges
that put these marginalized users at risk, but the security
and privacy issues of this user group are largely unexplored,
waiting to be discovered and addressed.
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